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List of Issues & Major Conclusions 

• The arguments introduced by IIEC's witness Mr. Gorman, CUB's witness 
Mr. Thomas, and Staff witnesses Mr. McNally and Dr. Brightwell do not 
adequately address the combination of risk and revenue erosion factors that 
are the basis for the 40-basis-point adder to the return on equity that the 
Company has proposed to address these impacts that result from aggressive 
adoption of energy efficiency in the Company's service 
territory. Additionally, the vast majority of companies in the three groups of 
comparable companies used in cost-of-capital analyses by the Company's 
witnesses Mr. Hadaway and Mr. Seligson and Staff Witness Mr. McNally do 
not reflect the combination of aggressive energy efficiency targets and 
absence of ratemaking mechanisms that face the Company, and therefore 
this combination of risk and revenue erosion described in Dr. Tierney's 
prefiled direct testimony is not reflected in their analyses of those 
companies. Dr. Tierney encourages the Commission to reject the arguments 
ofMr. Gorman, Mr. Thomas, Mr. McNally, and Dr. Brightwell, and approve 
the Company's proposal. 

• Additionally, Staff witness Ms. Pearce's recommendation that the 
Commission reject cost recovery of the Company's 2009 pension 
contribution for reasons of imprudency are inconsistent with long-standing 
regulatory policy of supporting legitimate cost to provide service. Dr. 
Tierney encourages the Commission to reject her position and review the 
Company's 2009 pension contribution based on a reasonableness standard. 
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Introduction and Qualifications 

a. Identification of Witness 

What is your name? 

My name is Susan Tierney. 
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Are you the same Susan Tierney who testified previously in this proceeding? 

Yes, I am. My prefiled direct testimony is CornEd Exhibit 13.0. 

b. Purpose of Rebuttal Testimony 

What is the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony? 

I respond to several points made in the Testimonies of several intervenor witnesses: Mr. 

Michael P. Gorman, who testified on behalf of the Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers 

(lIEC Exhibit 1.0); Mr. Christopher C. Thomas, who testified on behalf of the Citizens 

Utility Board and the Illinois Attorney General (AG/CUB Exhibit 4.0); and three 

witnesses who testified on behalf of the staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission 

("Staff"): Mr. Michael McNally (ICC Staff Exhibit 5.0); Dr. David Brightwell (ICC Staff 

Exhibit 8.0); and Ms. Bonita A. Pearce (lCC Staff Exhibit 3.0). 

On what issues do you respond to these witnesses in your rebuttal testimony? 

I respond to Mr. Gorman, Mr. McNally, Dr. Brightwell, and Mr. Thomas on issues 

related to the reasonableness and necessity of the proposed 40-basis-point adjustment to 

the return on equity of Commonwealth Edison Company ("CornEd") in order to mitigate 

lost revenues and risks associated with the implementation of energy efficiency actions in 

ComEd's service territory. I respond to Ms. Pearce's testimony on ratemaking policy 
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issues related to the reasonableness of CornEd's 2009 pension contribution from a 

ratemaking point of view. 

What is your overall reaction to the testimony on the 40-basis-point adder? 

Because Mr. Gorman, Mr. McNally, Dr. Brightwell, and Mr. Thomas do not address the 

combined effects of risk and revenue erosion attributable to impacts of energy efficiency 

programs in CornEd's service territory, I am not persuaded to change my opinion as to 

the reasonableness of the proposed 40-basis-point adder on return on equity. In addition 

to my rebuttal testimony below, I offer three exhibits (ComEd Ex. 39.1, ComEd Ex. 39.2, 

and ComEd Ex. 39.3) in support of my conclusions. 

What is your overall response to Ms. Pearce's position that CornEd's 2009 pension 

fnnd contribntion should not be reflected in rates? 

In light of the value associated with inclusion of reasonable employment pension costs in 

rates, I offer an alternative standard that is more consistent with long-standing cost-of-

service raternaking policy than the one offered by Ms. Pearce. 

Testimony on the 40-Basis-Point Adder to ComEd's Return on Equity 

a. Response to Mr. Gorman 

How do you respond to Mr. Gorman's testimony with regard to the proposed adder 

to CornEd's return on equity? 

I disagree with several aspects of Mr. Gorman's testimony on the proposed 40-basis-

point adder to CornEd's return on equity. First, he mischaracterizes my testimony when 

he states on pages 53-54 of lIEC Ex. 1.0 that "Ms. Tierney acknowledges that ComEd 

has the regulatory mechanisms that provide a high level of assurance of full cost recovery 
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of demand response and energy efficiency programs (Com Ed Ex. 13.0 at IS)." Although 

I do recognize that Com Ed is permitted under Illinois law "to recover reasonable and 

prudently incurred expenses associated with the operation of its energy efficiency 

programs," [ also said that that "law is silent on these energy efficiency programs' 

implications for other ratemaking issues (such as assurance of adequate revenue recovery, 

or compensation for lost sales or increased risk associated with uncertainty about the 

effects of energy efficiency programs on sales and revenue generation). Reasonable 

ratemaking practices suggest that these issues be addressed and remedied in this rate 

case." (ComEd Ex. 13.0, page 2.) Additionally, J pointed out that the potential to 

recover direct program costs is not "the only way that implementation of energy 

efficiency and demand response programs can affect a utility's revenues and financial 

condition." I state that "even if a utility company that administers energy efficiency 

programs recoups its direct costs associated with those programs, the utility will have 

reduced potential to generate revenues and earn its allowed return." (ComEd Ex. 13.0, 

page IS.) 

What is your next concern with Mr, Gorman's testimony on the proposed adder to 

ComEd's return 011 equity? 

Mr. Gorman makes a number of statements which have no basis. He provides no support 

for his conclusion that my recommendation would erode "the efficiency of the 

ratemaking process" and detract from "achieving an optimal utility." More importantly, 

he does not even explain what he means by this or how my recommendations could lead 

to those outcomes. His colorful but nonetheless gratuitous comment that the proposed 

adder would simply "add a layer of fat" (I1EC Ex. 1.0, page 54) fails to address the 
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financial risks and revenue impacts on CornEd that I delineate in my testimony (see 

especially Section V of CornEd Ex. 13.0). Moreover, his comment suggests that the 

proposed 40-basis-point adder would offset energy efficiency gains and economic 

benefits created on customer's behalf by demand response and energy efficiency 

programs. This claim is without any support whatsoever, especially in light of several 

elements presented in my testimony and in that of Mr. Val R. Jensen (CornEd Ex. 17.0). 

Mr. Jensen states that the lifetime net benefit of the programs implemented through 

CornEd's 2008-20 10 Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Plan alone (whose third 

year commenced on June I, 20 I 0) is $155 million - meaning that electricity costs would 

be $155 million lower than they would otherwise be in the absence of these programs, 

after taking into account program expenditures. (CornEd Ex.17.0, page 5.) There are 

additional positive but not quantified bill-impact benefits to customers of other energy 

efficiency programs, such as other programs supported by the American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act CARRA"), and other efficiency actions that I described in my 

testimony (CornEd Ex. 13.0, Sections III-V). These benefits contrast with the estimated 

annual 40-basis-point adder of approximate $30.8 million proposed in this rate case 

(CornEd Ex. 13.0. page 27). which is designed to compensate for more than the lost 

revenues from CornEd's energy efficiency programs. 

What is your response to Mr. Gorman's position that "there are several regulatory 

mechanisms that can permit ComEd to set rates in an efficient manner ... Most 

obviously, ComEd can choose to set rates using a forecasted test year, which can 

reflect sales levels impacted by energy efficiency and demand response 

programs .... " (HEC Ex. 1.0, page 54.) 
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I understand that Illinois allows electric distribution companies to file rate cases based on 

a future test year. And I agree that the use of a future test year might deal with one of the 

issues that I address in my testimony - that is, use of forecasted billing determinants to 

set new rates could account for the effect of energy efficiency and demand-response 

programs. Thus, a future test year could address the anticipated lost sales (and in turn, 

lost revenues) in the first year that rates would go into effect. The reality is, however, 

that a future test year was not selected for this case (see ComEd Ex. 6.0, page 12). And I 

am aware that the use of a future test year would not fundamentally address the risk 

elements (i.e., prudency risk, load-side risk, other intangible risks) I raised in Section V 

of my testimony. Nor would it address lost revenues from lower sales in the years after 

the first year new rates were to go into effect. 

b. Response to Mr. Thomas 

Do you have a different response to Mr. Thomas' similar position that the effects of 

energy efficiency and demand-response programs "are more accurately reflected in 

the rate-making process through appropriate billing units or the use of a future test 

year." (AG/CUB Ex. 4.0, page 36.) 

No. While some of the issues might have been addressed in a rate case filing using a 

future test year, not all of them would.be. Moreover, Mr. Thomas' focus on a future test 

)lear misses an important point: my discussion of risks that are addressed by the adder to 

cost of equity is made in the context of a rate case filing by Com Ed that incorporates a 

historic test year, as allowed under Illinois ratemaking policy. Within this context, focus 

upon the use of a future test year seems to m iss the point. 
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How do you respond to Mr. McNally's testimony regarding his calculations to 

adjust downward CornEd's risk to reflect the effect of CornEd's proposed rate 

design, and his use of a similar calculation to further adjust the risk of companies ill 

his Comparable Sample? 

Mr. McNally's calculation of an adjustment to the cost of common equity to reflect the 

effects of revenue decoupling on CornEd's (and other companies') risk is based on 

several problematic premises. First, in describing how he attempted to develop an 

adjustment to ComEd's cost of capital to reflect the effect of CornEd's proposed rate 

design recapture lost revenues, he states that his calculation is built upon his belief that 

my testimony states that CornEd's 40-basis-point adder equates to the potential revenue 

loss resulting fi'om energy efficiency and conservation measures. (Staff Ex. 5.0, page 

38.) This interpretation is inconsistent with the statements in my testimony that the 

proposed 40-basis-point adjustment reflects the combined effects of increased risks given 

CornEd's particular circumstances (i.e., prudency risk, load-side risk, performance-

penalty risk, credit-quality risk, and regulatory risk) as well as the effect of lost revenues 

associated with energy efficiency targets mandated without compensating ratemaking 

adjustments for lost revenues. 

I stated in my testimony that the 40-basis-points would equal approximately $30.8 

million, assuming a rate base of approximately $7.7 billion, and I evaluated that amount's 

reasonableness by considering estimates of annual lost revenues (e.g., $15.8 million in 

2011 and $28.6 million in 2012 for energy efficiency and demand response programs 

implemented by Com Ed, and another $23.8 million in lost revcnues resulting frolll 
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ARRA programs in CornEd's service territory). (See CornEd Ex. 13.0, pages 26-27; 

CornEd Ex. 13.8; CornEd Ex. 13.9.) The proposed use of 40 basis points to adjust 

CornEd's return on equity is part of a rate case in which CornEd is also proposing to 

restructure its rates over a three-year period to move toward a 80/20 fixed/variable rate 

design; the proposed adjustment would likely have been higher than 40 basis points had 

the rate case filing not incorporated this rate design proposal. To use CornEd's proposed 

40-basis-point adder as a specific proxy for lost revenues as Mr. McNally has suggested 

would be inaccurate and inappropriate since it would misrepresent the size of lost 

revenue impacts. 

Second, the overall logic of his downward adjustment to CornEd's risk (which is 

set at 40 basis points) and the effect of revenue decoupling on his sample of companies is 

hard to follow and perhaps not even sensible. He seems to suggest that if the Commission 

were to approve CornEd's rate design proposal, CornEd's revenues would be less 

uncertain and, all else equal, that effect would be worth 40 basis points. He attempts to 

make a parallel adjustment on the risk of the companies in his sample group, depending 

upon the status of introducing revenue decoupling as part of those companies' rates. He 

provides no analysis of the other types of risk (e.g., energy efficiency program targets, 

prudency risk, performance targets) that I discussed in my analysis in addition to the 

issue of lost revenues. He somehow assumes that 40 basis points would make CornEd 

whole for lost revenues from energy efficiency, on the one hand, and that companies with 

revenue decoupling get a benefit worth 40 basis points on their return on equity. But his 

analysis misses the point that there are categorical differences betwecn the asymmetric 

risks faced by ComEd (e.g., energy efficiency program targets, prudency risk, 
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performance targets) for which the proposed 40 basis point adjustment would provide 

some compensation, on the one hand, and the potential financial benefits from revenue 

stability provided by CornEd's ratemaking adjustments. Mr. McNally has provided no 

assessment of the impact of CornEd's ratemaking adjustment on the financial risks the 

Company faces, and his adjustment associated with unrelated financial risks does not 

offer an appropriate substitute. 

When he adjusts the risk profile of the companies in his proxy group, he further 

amplifies the effect of his having only focused on lost revenues rather than other risks as 

well. He continues to use 40 basis points as a proxy for the effect of rate design on 

CornEd's risk, and then casts it as a "baseline for calculating the effect revenue de-

coupling has had on the Comparable Sample." (Staff Ex. 5, page 38.) But he does not 

examine whether companies in his Comparable Sample also face the types of other risks 

as a result of energy efficiency targets and performance. For the reasons described 

above, it would not be appropriate to calculate the impact of revenue decoupling and 

other energy-efficiency-related factors on Comparable Companies' risk in this way. 

Please comment on Mr. McNally's discllssion of CornEd's proposed 40-basis-point 

adder relative to the risk in Mr. Sam Hadaway'S and Mr. Carl Seligson's samples of 

comparable companies. 

Mr. McNally asserts that adding a risk premium to the cost of common equity estimates 

for those samples would not be warranted if the companies in Mr. Hadaway's and Mr. 

Seligson's samples already reflected the risks I describe in my testimony. While I agree 

with Mr. McNally that I did not include in my testimony an analysis of the degree to 

which Dr. Hadaway's and Mr. Seligson's samples arc also exposed to those risks. I 
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neither stated nor suggested that such risks are "unique to Com Ed," as Mr. McNally 

asserts. (AG/CUB Ex. 4, page 55.) Rather, I said that the combined effects of prudency 

risks, load-related risk, risk of performance penalties and lost revenues are roughly 

equivalent to and reasonably represented by the dollar amounts represented by the 40-

basis-point adjustment to ROE. I note that Mr. McNally did not examine whether these 

types of risks are faced by the companies in the Hadaway/Seligson proxy groups, and 

what other mechanisms are used in those other states that address lost revenues/revenue 

decoupl ing. And he asserts without basis or support that these prudency risks are already 

reflected in the cost of equity in the sample companies. 

Have you performed a study of the extent to which the companies in Mr. Hadaway's 

sample bear the same types of risks associated with energy efficiency program 

targets and/or enjoy the benefit of ratemaking mechanisms that address some of the 

risks you identify in your testimony? 

Yes. First, J looked at the 35 companies ~ 14 electrjc-only utilities, 4 gas-only 

distribution companies, and 17 diversified utilities ~ in the group of comparable 

companies in Mr. Hadaway's analysis (ComEd Ex. 11.1). Since Mr. Seligson uses a 

slightly different set of companies in his analysis (CornEd Ex. 12.1), I also examined his 

group of 33 companies (which is composed of 11 electric-only utilities and 22 diversified 

companies). 

ComEd Ex. 39. I shows the list of companies in Mr. Hadaway's group and 

includes information for each of the individual utility subsidiary companies in his set of 

35 companies (thus making a total list of 63 companies in the review). Com Ed Ex. 39. I 

also shows information about each of those companies' energy efficiency program targets 
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and associated ratemaking adjustments (including revenue decoupling, lost revenues, or 

shareholder incentives). Of this list of 63 companies (held in 35 separate corporate 

entities), CornEd is comparable to only three other companies] (i"lOlwsillg CUlllEd) that 

have both relatively aggressive energy efficiency targets (1.0 percent or more) and no 

ratemaking adjustments for revenue decoupling, lost revenues, or shareholder incentives. 

CornEd Ex. 39.2 shows parallel information about the companies in Mr. 

Seligson's list (which details information on 78 individual companies included in his 

overall set of 33 corporate entities). This analysis indicates that only five other 

companies' of the 78 individual companies are similar to CornEd, in having a target of 

energy efficiency at least as high as 1.0 percent and with no ratemaking adjustment for 

revenue decoupling, lost revenues, or shareholder incentives. 

This gives me confidence that the cost of capital for the vast majority of 

companies III Mr. Hadaway's and Mr. Seligson's comparable groups does not already 

reflect the incremental risk faced by a utility in CornEd's circumstances, with multiple 

risks arising from energy efficiency programmatic requirements without any associated 

ratemaking mechanism to account for these risks and/or lost revenues. The 40-basis-

point adjustment to that return on equity is designed to reflect the increased combined 

risks that CornEd faces as a result of no revenue decoupling (but with a partial phase-in 

of the proposed rate design), no adjustment for lost revenues, no shareholder incentives, 

I As shown by the asterisk on the applicable companies in column titled "Operating Company" on 
ComEd Ex. 39.1, the other three companies are: Altiant Energy Company's Interstate Power & Light; 
NICOR, Jnc.; and Northeast Utilities' Yankee Gas. 

:! As shown by the asterisk on the applicable companies in column titled "Operating Company" on 
ComEd Ex. 39.2, the other five companies are: Allegheny Energy's Allegheny Energy 
(Monongahela/Potomac/ West Penn); Alliant Energy Company's Interstate Power & Light; Ameren's 
Ameren Illinois Co.; Northeast Utilities' Yankee Gas; and PPL Corporation's PPL Electric Utilities. 
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and the other risks (performance risk, prudency risk, load-related risk, other risks) that I 

described in my testimony. 

Did you also look at the companies in Mr. McNally's proxy group, with regard to 

these same issues of energy efficiency program requirements and ratemakiug 

mechanisms to address the effects of energy efficiency programs? 

Yes. For these 12 companies (with a total of 25 individual companies within them), I 

found that there was no other company that resembled CornEd, in terms of the 

combination of energy efficiency targets (1.0 percent or greater) and the absence of a 

ratemaking mechanisms such as revenue decoupling, lost revenue adjustment or 

shareholder incentive mechanisms. ComEd Ex. 39.3 shows the results of my analysis. 

Again, as I showed in ComEd Exhibits 39.1 and 39.2, this infonnation shows that ComEd 

differs from this group by virtue of the various requirements and impacts of energy 

efficiency programs and the absence of adjustment mechanisms that account not only for 

lost revenues but also for the other risks I described in my testimony. 

So, do you agree with Mr. McNally's points about the reasonableness of an adder to 

the return on equity as proposed in this proceeding? 

No. While I agree with Mr. McNally that "many states" have energy efficiency programs, 

I ,:"ould not agree with him that the companies in the Comparable Sample adopted by Mr. 

Hadaway and Mr. Seligson face similar regulatory requirements or that they face similar 

risks due to these requirements. For these reasons, I continue to support the proposed 40-

basis-point adder to ComEd's return on equity. as I described in my testimony (ComEd 

Ex. 13.0). 
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Please amplify your reasons why you disagree with Mr. McNally's conclusions 

regarding the risks that you identified in your analysis. 

First, [ disagree with Mr. McNally's assertion that "the companies in my Comparable 

Sample, have similar such energy efficiency programs," because the ratemaking 

mechanisms, such as decoupling, lost revenue adjustments, and shareholder incentives, 

nearly always accompany aggressive utility energy efficiency requirements (as shown in 

CornEd Exhibits 39.1 and 39.2). Because CornEd lacks any of these ratemaking tools, I 

cannot conclude, as he does, that "any prudency risk related to energy efficiency 

programs is already reflected in the cost of equity of the sample companies." (AG/CUB 

Ex. 4,0, page 55.) Mr. McNally's analysis seems to overlook (or undervalue) the 

complementarity provided by these ratemaking tools for utilities undertaking energy 

efficiency, and the role of the proposed 40-basis-point adder in complementing ComEd's 

pursuit of aggressive energy efficiency targets. 

Further, he asserts, without any further support, that the particular "load related 

risk" that [describe in Section V of my testimony is a part of sales volume risk generally 

and is addressed in cost of common equity adjustments such as the one he makes to the 

risk he calculates from his proxy group of companies. As I discuss in detail, the type of 

risk introduced by significant demand-side measures is categorically different from those 

related to the economy, weather and price-elasticity of demand - which arc the types of 

symmetrical risks (with upside and downside potential for both the utility company and 

its customers) typically seen in traditional ratemaking. 

Regarding the risk of performance penalties, Mr. McNally seems to agree with me 

that these risks are relatively small, but that such risk does exist. In fact, companies in 
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other states offer upside opportunity for shareholder returns - in some cases as a parallel 

to performance requirements and sometimes as a simple mechanism to align 

shareholders' financial interests with those of customers in promoting aggressive energy 

efficiency. In Illinois - without some kind of ratemaking mechanism such as the one 

proposed here in the form of an adder to return on equity - there would be a performance 

penalty risk without an upside opportunity for shareholder benefit. 

Finally, 1 make that same point with regard to lost revenues associated with 

demand-side programs: that without some kind of ratemaking mechanism to provide a 

revenue stream to offset lost revenues, there would be a negative impact on ComEd 

financials without a commensurate opportunity to hold shareholders harmless for the 

adverse financial impacts associated with aggressive implementation of demand-side 

measures. 

Mr. McNally asserts without factual support that the risk of lost revenues is 

already reflected in his sample of comparable companies, since most of those companies 

have "similar energy efficiency programs." (Staff Ex. 5.0, page 57.) But the extent to 

which his companies' risk related to energy efficiency programs is similar actually 

depends on a combination of the depth of program target, as well as the combination of 

ratemaking mechanisms that provide revenue streams to offset lost revenues (or provide 

in some way for upside shareholder returns). For these reasons, ]. disagree with the 

premises and conclusions of Mr. McNally's analysis. 

d. Response to Dr. Brightwell 

What is your reaction to Dr. Brightwell's testimony regarding some of the financial 

implications for CornEd revenues associated with energy efficiency programs? 
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I disagree with Dr. Brightwell's arguments for several reasons. For example, while Dr. 

Brightwell agrees that energy efficiency programs and plans can cause a conflict between 

the interests of customers and shareholders (Staff Ex. 8.0, page 3), he seems content to 

ignore this ratemaking problem. In affirming that a conflict exists and in asserting that 

the proposed remedy does not mitigate the conflict, he fails to offer an alternative to 

address this problem. He seems content with the outcome that CornEd is not allowed to 

have a revenue stream to remedy or mitigate this tension. While there are other ways to 

address the conflict (as I stated in my testimony), CornEd's proposed adder is a 

reasonable way to send a positive signal to shareholders while also mitigating lost 

revenues from energy efficiency, especially in conjunction with Illinois' aggressive 

targets, its performance penalties and the CornEd's proposed rate design. Further, the 

fact of a 40-basis-point adder would send a signal to the investment community that the 

Commission recognizes the combined effect of state policy (and other regulatory 

decisions) on CornEd's finances and is taking steps to mitigate this impact. 

What are the other problems that you see in Dr. Brightwell's analysis? 

There appears to be a fundamental disconnect in his position that because the proposed 

adder will make efficiency more costly (in his view), that it will result in customer bill 

increases and thus erode customer support for such programs. He overlooks clear 

evidence to the contrary when he asserts, without basis, that customers will not benefit 

from energy efficiency programs ("this means that customers will pay more for the 

services they already receive than they would if there was no energy efficiency 

program .... [and will result] in increases in their bills" (Staff Ex. 8.0, page 4». Mr. 

Jensen summarizes the lifetime savIngs that customers will experience from 
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implementation of CornEd's energy efficiency programs.3 Mr. Jensen's testimony 

demonstrates that customers will continue to reduce the overall size of their electricity 

bill (including delivery and commodity elements of service and net of program costs) 

through participation in efficiency and demand response programs or actions. Every unit 

of electricity not consumed will enable the customer to reduce the size of his/her bill, 

relative to the bill that would have occurred without the energy efficiency/demand-

response action. There is thus no factual or logical basis for Dr. Brightwell's statement 

that "customers will pay more for the services they already receive than they would if 

there was no energy efficiency program." (Staff Ex. 8.0, page 4.) 

Furthermore, J think he makes an unreasonable suggestion that a particular cost 

should be excluded from a utility's revenue requirement because it will diminish 

customer acceptance of services associated with this cost (in this case, energy efficiency) 

("customers will be paying more for electric service because of energy efficiency than 

they would without the adder. I do not think charging customers even more for electric 

distribution as a result of energy efficiency promotes customer acceptance of energy 

efficiency." (Staff Ex. 8.0, page 7)). This argument could be applied to any legitimate 

cost item, but would render a revenue requirement entirely unjust and unreasonable 

because it would fail to reflect the real cost of providing service. 

Finally, Dr. Brightwell's view that CornEd is not likely to incur involuntary 

"performance risk penalties" for failure to achieve efficiency goals misses a point of my 

testimony - that the proposed adder would reduce CornEd's incentive to subject itself to 

such penalties over the course of the years during which new rates would be in effect. 

) Those savings do not include the reductions in customer bills that also will result from other 
energy efficiency programs, such as those supported through the ARRA and other programs. 
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Ms. Pearce's Testimony on CornEd's 2009 Pension Fund Contribntion 

What part of Ms. Pearce's testimony are you addressing in yonr rebuttal testimony? 

I rebut her position that the Commission should find that CornEd's 2009 contribution to 

fund its employee pension program was imprudent because of her view of the 

discretionary nature of that contribution. I also rebut her position that the appropriate test 

for whether the 2009 pension fund contribution was prudent is whether it provides net 

savings to customers. Her positions are inconsistent with sound ratemaking policy. 

First, what is the overall basic ratemaking principle that you say Ms. Pearce 

misconstrues? 

In addressing whether CornEd's 2009 pensIon contribution was carried out by using 

ratepayer or shareholder funds, she states that 

internally generated funds would arise from the Company's operations as 
a regulated utility and the provision of electric service to ratepayers. As 
such, these internally generated funds would be provided by normal 
operating revenues collected from utility customers-in other words, 
funds supplied by ratepayers. Accordingly, since the pension asset is 
funded by normal operations (i.e., revenue collected from ratepayers) 
rather than provided by shareholders, shareholders should not earn a return 
on it. 

Pearce Dir., Staff Ex. 3.0, page 7. On making this statement, Ms. Pearce appears to 

misunderstand or at least misapply an important basic ratemaking process for utility 

service - that is, that the utility collects revenues by charging customers for the service 

provided to them according to rates approved by the regulator; once collected, revenues 

are not directly assigned to paying off onc or another particular cost incurred by the 

utility, but rather serve as part of the resources the company has at its disposal to manage 

its business and render service to customers. 
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Once rates are set, the revenues from sales to customers generate cash, which the 

company uses, along with retained earnings (i.e., equity) and the issuance of debt, to 

manage its business. With few exceptions, those funds (e.g., revenues collected in rates, 

proceeds from issuance of debt, cash on hand) are fungible from the point of view of 

providing resources for the company to use in fulfilling its service obligation. 

Thus from a ratemaking point of view and, again, with some exceptions, once 

rates are set it is neither legitimate nor appropriate to assign a particular dollar generated 

from delivery service rates to funding a particular cost of providing service, just as it is 

typically not the case that a utility issues debt or securities (or retains earnings rather than 

paying dividends) and then track those dollars against a particular expense. Thus, Ms. 

Pearce's suggestion that specific revenues from rates are assigned to paying off a 

particular cost is entirely inconsistent with the premise of ratemaking that rates provide 

revenue to fund the cost of general utility operations (and capital spending) until new 

rates are set, without assigning a dollar collected through one element of a rate to a dollar 

spent on a particu lar cost element in the cost of service. 

Second, what is your overall response to Mr. Pearce's position that CornEd's 2009 

pension fund contribution should not be reflected in rates? 

There are two other problems with Ms. Pearce's position, from a ratemaking policy point 

of view. First, she inappropriately and unreasonably equates a discretionary action of 

utility management with imprudency. Second, she unreasonably suggests that the 

Commission apply a test of "net ratepayer savings" to the question of whether CornEd's 

discretionary 2009 pension fund contribution was justified and therefore prudent. 

Accepting these principles would be inconsistent with long-standing and sound 
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ratemaking policy in which a utility must constantly exercise discretion to provide quality 

service to its customers, and in which the utility must oftentimes and reasonably incur 

costs to provide service without a compensatory net savings in another part of its 

business. 

Before addressing the first issue (the discretionary nature of the 2009 pension fund 

contribution), please explain the latter point, regarding this "net ratepayer savings" 

standard that you say Ms. Pearce seeks to have the Commission apply in this case. 

Ms. Pearce says that because CornEd's cash contribution to fund its "pension results in a 

net increase in costs to ratepayers," CornEd has not met its burden to show that this is a 

reasonable expense. (Staff Ex. 3.0, page 10.) She concludes that "because the requested 

return to shareholders is higher than the offsetting reduction to pension expense." (Staff 

Ex. 3.0, page 10; see also, page II.) She seeks to have the Commission disregard the 

contribution because of CornEd's estimate that, in her words, "over the long term, the 

Company and its customers could be economically neutral between making the 2009 

contribution and making mandatory contributions when required" (Staff Ex. 3.0, page II) 

rather than providing proof of net customer savings from the decision to contribute to the 

pension fund in 2009. Her application of this test rests on her view that the pension 
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contribution was discretionary, and therefore imprudent if it did not produce net savings. 

(Staff Ex. 3.0, page IOl 

Application of Ms. Pearce's proposed ratemaking standard (requiring a showing 

of net customer savings in order for the Commission to find that CornEd was prudent in 

making a pension fund contribution in 2009) could lead the Commission to find as 

imprudent countless legitimate and reasonable costs incurred by a utility to provide 

service to its customers, and could render the company financially impaired and unable to 

satisfy its obligations to both its customers and its shareholders. This is an unsustainable 

position. I encourage the Commission to reject her standard. 

Do you interpret Ms. Pearce as suggesting that the discretionary contribution was 

inappropriate for other reasons? 

Yes. She asks the Commission to ignore Ms. Houtsma's testimony that "the extra 

contribution for 2009 was necessary due to the poor market conditions that resulted from 

the 2008 market decline" (Staff Ex. 3.0, page 14), and suggests even that the pension 

contribution double-counted the amount of dollars needed to fully fund the pension plan 

(since the Company's prior actions were purportedly for that purpose). In making these 

claims, she offers- no analysis and seems to question a fact that is conventionally 

recognized - that an extraordinary economic collapse occurred in the last third of 2008, 

causing abrupt decreases in the value pf U.S. securities markets (and global economies) 

.\ In response to the following question about whether the "2009 pension contribution will reduce 
pension expense. Has that benefit been reflected in the revenue requirement?" Ms. Houtsma testified: "Yes. 
As described later in OUf testimony, the pension contribution will result in a lower pension expense in years 
2010 and beyond than would otherwise be the case because of expected investment returns. Com Ed is 
proposing to use the 2010 pension expense in this proceeding and the benefit of the contribution is considered 
in the actuarial determination of that pension expense. In Docket No. 05-0597 the Commission concluded 
that customers derived a benefit from thc 2005 contribution and therefore ComEd should be allowed cost 
recovery of the contribution. The same logic should apply in this instance." Com Ed Ex. 6.0, 30-31. 
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and leading to devaluation of assets held by countless companies. Figure SFT-Rl, below, 

shows, for example, the change in the price of the Dow Jones Industrial Average during 

the period between the end of 2005 (when CornEd made a prior contribution to "fully 

fund" its employee pension fund) and the present - which includes the period in 2008 

when the Company decided to contribute more to its pension fund. s 

5 Ms. Houtsma described the Company's decision in this way (in CornEd Ex. 6.0): 

572 Q. Why did CornEd make this contribution in 2009? 

573 A. The Company made this contribution to improve the plan's then significantly 

574 underfunded status. 

575 Q. Wasn't the 2005 contribution intended to cl}rrect the underfunded status of the 

576 plan? 

577 A. Yes. However, although the pension contribution made in 2005 was intended to fully 

578 fund the pension plan, and indeed did have that result at the time, the underfunded status 

579 of the pension plan increased significantly in 2008 as a result afpoar market conditions 

580 that reduced the value of the assets in the pension funds by 26%. As a result, Exelon (the 

581 sponsor of the pension plan in which ComEd participates) recognized a special liability 

582 of$2.24 billion in light of the deterioration of the trust fund assets. By lllid-2009 the 

583 pension plan was approximately 40% underfunded. Accordingly, in 2009 CornEd made 

584 an additional contribution of$152 million to the pension plan to improve the funded 

585 status of the plan and to help to control future increases in pension expense. 
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Source: http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/quote?ticker~INDU:IND 

Her comment that this "experience demonstrates ... why it is not good ratemaking policy 

to burden ratepayers with additional costs .... " seems either uninformed or disingenuous 

in light of the clear financial hit that affected the value of the entire stock market in late 

2008. At the least, her testimony sets up a red herring - questioning whether it was 

possible for the pension fund to have been fully funded in 2005 but then requiring 

another injection of funds in 2009 to restore some of the value of the pension fund lost 

during that stock market crash. Her position on this point seems unsupported at best and 

untenable at worst. 

What does Ms. Pearce say that causes you to conclude that her implicit standard of 

review in untenable? 
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Ms. Pearce recommends that the pension asset representing CornEd's 2009 pension 

contribution be excluded from rates because, In her view, it was a discretionary cash 

contribution and that, as such, "the pension asset was neither ordinary nor necessary for 

the provision of utility service. The Company failed to demonstrate the cost is prudently 

incurred." Thus she equates discretion to imprudence. 

Do you agree with Ms. Pearce that the 2009 pension fund contribution was 

discretiouary? 

Ms. Pearce appears to equate the word "discretionary" with "not required by law." By so 

doing, she seems to suggest that it would have been categorically imprudent or improper 

to have done anything more than was required by law; and it would have been imprudent 

for the Company to have made a contribution to more fully fund the employee pension 

when it did. I cannot agree with Ms. Pearce's use of "discretionary" in this way. This 

standard would raise countless challenges to recovery of costs tied to best practices and 

even normal practices in utility management that are important for safe, quality, reliable, 

environmentally sound, and/or efficient utility service. Specifically here, her position 

reflects a misunderstanding of the role of a pension fund as part of the legitimate cost of 

utility service and of what it means for a pension fund to be adequately funded. The 

effect of her position is to shield CornEd's retail customers from supporting reasonable 

costs incurred to provide them with electric service. 

What is the policy relevance of the relationship between pension issues, utility cost 

of service, and reasonable exercise of utility management that you think is relevant 

here? 
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I think there are at least three relevant policy considerations important for ratemaking on 

pension issues: (I) utility rates should reflect the cost of providing utility service, 

including labor-related costs; (2) cost-recovery policies should encourage utility 

management to attract and maintain a skilled workforce; and (3) cost-recovery policies 

should encourage utility management to make sound labor-related decisions that reflect 

the need to provide reliable and efficient electric service, consistent with the company's 

public service obligations. 

Please explain your first principle, that utility rates should reflect the cost of 

providing utility service. 

The fundamental and well-known economIc principle underlying cost-of-service 

ratemaking is that rates for utility services should reflect the cost of providing those 

services. This accomplishes several economic objectives, such as having consumers see 

and pay for the cost of producing a product, and suppliers compensated for the expenses 

and capital costs they incur in providing products and services to consumers. Among 

these costs are labor-related costs. These include both the direct and indirect costs to 

compensate the utility's workforce including salary expenses and any deferred 

compensation in the form of a pension. Without a pension plan, workers would be 

expected to demand higher compensation in the form of wages, salaries andlor other 

benefits. Consumers should support rates that reflect these direct and indirect costs, both 

to see properly-priced utility services and to align the incentives of the utility with 

consumers' need for reliable and efficient electric distribution service. 
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Please explain yonr second principle, that cost-recovery policies shonld create 

incentives for utility management to attract and maintain a skilled workforce. 

Provision of utility service requires competent labor, and rates for utility service should 

encourage the utility to attract and retain a stable and well-qualified workforce. Cost-

recovery incentives, for example, motivate utility management to behave in a particular 

way - either positively, through a reward, or negatively, through a punishment or penalty 

if a particular action is taken. In the case of pension-related costs, this might mean 

providing ratemaking incentives for the utility to maintain a skilled and experienced labor 

force, thereby benefiting consumers. This underpins CornEd's ability to serve electric 

customers, including during emergency conditions where the workforce demonstrates a 

high sense of duty to the mission (e.g., getting the wires back in service). Pensions, or 

deferred wages, can be and often are used to induce employees to stay with the company, 

thus reducing training and recruiting costs and providing the benefit of retention of job-

specific skills. Utility commissions typically recognize this through decisions to allow 

recovery of reasonable pension-related costs as just and reasonable. 

Please explain your third principle, that utility cost-recovcry policy should 

encourage utility management to make sound labor-related decisions that reflect the 

responsibilities of providing electric service. 

Cost-recovery policies should create incentives for efficient management of assets related 

to such labor-related obligations. These include encouraging the utility to "do the right 

thing" regarding pension costs - that is, making sure that the workforce does not 

experience undue risk associated with an inadequately funded pension plan, held in trust 

for them by the utility. Doing the right thing means that the employees' pension fund is 
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supported financially and managed efficiently in order to provide value to the workforce 

who, in turn, provide value to customers. Doing the right thing means that the utility 

meets its fiduciary responsibility to provide sufficient funds to the pension trust to meet 

its compensation promises to the workforce under a range of financial circumstances that 

might affect the utility, as well as its legal responsibilities to make good on those 

compensation commitments. Rather than simply satisfYing minimum requirements, 

"doing the right thing" means following best practices in meeting pension commitments, 

and a balancing of economic, financial, legal, accounting, workforce, and consumer 

interests. 

Given the economic and policy principles that you articulated above, what types of 

pension-related costs should be reflected in CornEd's rates? 

Several aspects of pension-related costs need to be taken into consideration in the 

ratemaking process. 

Please describe these regulatory policy issues affecting ratemaking treatment of 

CornEd's pension-related costs. 

The following represent key ratemaking considerations for these pension costs: 

• Because pension costs are part of its workforce compensation, ComEd should be 

allowed to recover its reasonable and aRPropriate pension costs in rates. 

• Where prudent management decisions have resulted in the establ ishment of a 

direct benefit pension plan, the utility, as the pension plan sponsor, has the 

fiduciary responsibility to efficiently manage it in order to meet its compensation 

promises to the workforce. 
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• If the utility assigns to a third party the responsibility for day-to-day management 

of the pension trust fund, this asset is nonetheless managed on behalf of the utility 

and for the benefit of its pension beneficiaries. 

• At any point in time, the market value of the prepaid contributions in the pension 

fund may be over or under the pay-out obligations. This can result from a variety 

of factors such as interest rates or stock market returns that differ from the 

assumptions used to establish pay-in and pay-out schedules for the pension fund. 

• When a utility acts prudently in using its funds for contributions to make 

prepayments into the pension trust, such payments should be included in the 

utility's revenue requirement (e.g., in ratebase, and/or in expense items, as 

appropriate). Such payments are appropriate costs associated with provision of 

util ity service to consumers. 

• At any point in time, the pension asset in a utility's ratebase may be either net 

positive or net negative, depending upon the extent to which it is larger or less 

than the accumulated contributions fj'om customers in the rates they pay for their 

electric service. 

How do these principles help to evaluate Ms. Pearce's testimony on the 

discretionary nature of CornEd's 2009 contribution? 

I have two concerns with Ms. Pearce's position. First, from a.n economic and regulatory 

policy point of view, her focus is far too narrow with respect to the discretion question. 

The promise to pay a pension is akin to (if not exactly like) a contract, with promises and 

commitments by the employer to include as part of compensation for today's labor 

services a deferred payment in the form of a pension. In practice. a company technically 
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has some "discretion" as to how and when it funds its pension promises and 

commitments, just like a company has discretion in meeting its other binding financial or 

public service commitments. To say that a company has "discretion" in attracting and 

maintaining a high-quality, dedicated and loyal workforce, and in meeting its financial 

commitments to them in an efficient and responsible fashion, is to say that the utility has 

discretion in whether it sends out crews after hours and under difficult emergency 

conditions to get the wires and poles back in service after a snow storm. Encouraging a 

utility company to meet its commitments to the workforce seems good economic, 

regulatory and public policy - not only from a labor-relations and community-service 

point of view, but also fi'om the point of view of creating incentives for a utility to meet 

its obligation to serve customers in a reliable fashion. 

Second, perverse financial incentives would be created by adopting Ms. Pearce's 

recommendations. It would be bad policy to encourage a utility with a pension plan to 

meet only the minimum funding requirements and in fact deny it cost recovery when it 

prudently funds more than that level. Although I am not an expert on the Employee 

Retirement Income Security Act ("ERISA"), I understand that it does not require pension 

plan sponsors to fully fund their plans at all times. Technically, therefore, a sponsor has 

discretion about whether to fund the plan above the minimum requirements at any time. 

But exercising discretion so as to simply satisfy minimum requirements is not the 

behavior or outcome that ratemaking policy should encourage 6 Not-too-distant history 

6 As another example, in responding to the need to expand a network delivery system, it is often 
both operationally beneficial and the lowest cost in the tong-run to implement a design that goes beyond the 
minimum expansion needed at just that time. Being forced to build continually tojust the minimum would 
deny the utility needed flexibility, a measure of resiliency, and the ability to time and size new investments 
optimally. 
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has shown many examples where major corporations ran into trouble after funding their 

pension plans at minimum levels and then finding themselves, for whatever reason, in 

financial distress and unable to meet their pension commitments. There are some 

infamous examples from the airline, steel and automobile manufacturing industries in 

recent years, where companies had to freeze their defined benefit pension plans or even 

default on their pension commitments, with the Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation 

having to pick up the pieces and with many retirees experiencing substantially reduced 

retirement benefits. These actions are costly to companies, to their workers, to the 

communities in which they reside, and to taxpayers. It would also be costly to the utility 

and its customers if it happened in this industry. There could be diminished service, and a 

higher cost of capital. The utility workforce would feel unfairly treated. The value oftheir 

deferred compensation to workers is tied to payment risk (e.g., is the pension fund fully 

funded? If not, what is the credit and/or financial risk of the company?). According to 

this perspective, prudent company actions to fully fund pension plans and maintain sound 

financial status reduce workers' concerns about payment risk and, all else equal, lower 

labor-related costs of providing electric service. 

To avoid these costs, it is appropriate for just and reasonable rates to reflect cost 

recovery policies that provide incentives for efficient and responsible utility management 

behavior. This is where discretion should be suppOJied by ratemaking policy, rather than 

penalized, as Ms. Pearce's suggestion would do. 

Please summarize your conclusions on the pension contribution issue. 

As I discuss above, the bedrock economic principle underlying the pension-cost issue is 

that prices should reflect the costs of providing the service offered. The ratemaking 
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principle that follows is that rates charged for providing tariffed service should reflect 

appropriate and prudent costs to provide that service. The regulatory policy principle is to 

use rate recovery policies to encourage efficient utility management decisions consistent 

with public service obligations. Under these principles, the rates that CornEd charges its 

consumers should reflect reasonable costs to support the deferred compensation plan 

offered to and expected by CornEd's workforce in exchange for helping to provide 

electric distribution service to customers. 

Does that conclude your rebuttal testimony? 

Yes. 
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[1] [2] [J] [4] [5] [6] [7] 
State Eneruy EfficiencY 

Utilitv Turuet Shareholder Incentive 
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_______ I1TE Enen.'), Co Detroit Edison M[ VI X X 0.3%-[% Yes (electric) No Yes 

_!_q __ . __ I2~~~~ __ ~::Df)I ________ g.!:!.ke r~~y ('amlin;]s NC' VI X 0,75-5,0% No Yes Yes 

__ n.t!.k':!.::!!.~21'X,.s-~~~~~. _____ ._. ____ .~_m~,_ X 0_00% No No {but elIgible) Yes 
____ .~?~~~~~i:.Ohio ____________ ~ ___ D:!_ X X L3%~,) Yes (gas) Yes Yes (e[ectric) 

___ cDo'clk.C En.:rgy Illdial1~._ .. _____ IN VI X X 0.90% No No (pending) No (pellding) 

_1_1 ___ ~-!!;';;1'!ln~':I:'.E!,~. _____ ._5~~I].~_E!.:.D~i.0_~~dis02!-. ____ . CA VJ ___ X_ 0,90% Yes (both) No Yes 

11 ~~l:PtlC_ ~!:~I.~ ______ _ _ -~]:P.~~[)~!~-~!...-------. MO VI X }\ ____ . 000% No No No (but eligible) 

___ I~ _£~~~l;-":'_<::"c:.:p--,------_, _____ .~:!~"\!'\"imsHs AR VI X 0.00% No No No (pending) 
____ E.~er6ry Gol~:§!~_~_~~l~ian~_. _____ ._~ _____ V~ ___ ~ ____ . 0_00% No Yes No 

_____ ~.n.!~~I::~~~ ____ .. ___ ____ _ TX ____ \'~ ___ ~ ____________ O ~~___ No No Yes 

_. ______ .I--;l1tcq"v ,,~:.9~sial1<l ~ __ .. 
-- - EnteJ'i{\' Misslss'2E.i 

LA V~._:x 0,00% No Yes No 

14 FPLGrou~ 

_!.5 _:--=-!::!~.~~jlectri~ ____ , __ 

1',llI~rgy New Orleans 

Florida Power & Light 

MS VI X 0,00% No No No 

LA VI X X 0.00% No Yes No 

FL VI X 000% No No No (but eligible) 

HI VI X 1.00% Yes (electric) No Yes HaWiliilln Elec,,·'cri~' __ _ 

IL....r.Q.~~~~. ___ .. __ Idaho Power_~ __ ID VI X 0,00% Yes (electric) No No 

J7 ;-J,\V, N:llurnl Ga, N, W. ~atU]'ill Gas OR Del X 0.00% Yes :es (commercial and No 
mdustnal customerS) 

_-2_8~Q.R:.. Inc NICOR~ IL Dd X 1.2% (avg,) No No No 
19 Nonhenst Utilities COlUlecticut Light & Power CT Del X 1.00% No (btlteIigib[e) No Yes 

Western Mass, Electric Co MA Del X 2,40% Yes No Yes 

Public Service Co. ofNH NH VI X 0.00% No No Yes 

Yankee Gas* CT De[ X 1,00% No No No (but eligible) 

20 NSTAR :-JSTAR MA De[ X X 2,40% Yes (both) No Yes (both) 

~_. PG&~ Corp. Pacific Gas & Elect!"i.:; CA VI X X 0,90% Yes (both) No Yes (both) 

22 Piedmont Nat'[ Gas Piedmont Nnt'l Gas NC Del X 0,75_5.0% Yes No (but eligible) No 

23 Pinnacle West APS AZ VI X 2,00% No Yes Yes 

24 P0111~nd General P0l1land GCllerll1 OR VI x 0,00% Yes (both) 
Yes (comnlerclal alld 
industrial customers) 

No 

__ X5....._PI·0!2~~ Progress Eneqq Florida FL VI X 0_00% No No No (but eligible) 

Pro~r~~n~rh'Y..f.!lro[ina_ ~~ VI X 0.75_5.0% Yes Yes No (pending) 
Progress Entl'g)' Caro[1Il1l SC V[ X 0,00% Yes Yes No 

26 SC ANA Corp South C3rolin3 E&G SC VI X X 0_00% No No (bu! e[i"ib[e) No 

~7_~1::~~!"~:'1':"~ __ , ___ ~a.~l?ieg-o_Gas & Ele~tl'ic CA VI X X 0.90% Yes (both) No Yes (both) 
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ComEd Ex, 39,1 

CornEd Ex. 39.1 (Docket 10-0-'67): Hadaway Group - Energy Efficiency Targets and RatemaJdng Issues - 2-Page Exhibit 

[I] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 

Utility 

_~\ompar:lblc Comn:mv Onel'ann" CompanY Jurisdiction .Il:n! Rlec Gas 

:'.8 ~(1\1thcrn Co Alabama Power 

Georgia Power, Sav PWI 

AL VI X 
GA ,,1 _,_, __ X 

GuJfPower FL VI X 

_,_,~ _______ ~_ Miss~_o~~~~ ________ ~._ VI X 
~~ Southwest GIIS Southwest G~s NV,AZ _0_01 ___ 
30 TEee Ener!!y, Inc Tampa Electric Co. FL VI X 

__ ~.-J:I!~Hold!llgs Co United IlIulllinnting Co. CT Dei X 

x 
X 

StMe Energy Efficienc .. 

Taruet Shnreholcter Incentive 
(as of20091201~) Decoulllin" LRAM Mechanism 

0,00% No No No 

0,00% No Yes Yes 

0,00% No No No (but eli_gible) 

000% No No No 

0.6% (NV) No (but eligible) No Yes (NV) 

0,00% No No No (but eligible) 

1.00% Yes No Yes 

32 Vectrcil Corp Southem InolJna V6.:t. VI X X X 0,90% Yes (Gil.) No (pending) No (pending) 

X No No 
VI 

VI 

Notes 
[I J Jurisdiction identIfies the jurisdiction(s) for which ratemakin\> information is provided, but does not necessan Iy retlect all jurisdictions in which the utility operates 

[1J A uti I ity is considered "eligible" for a specific ratemaking tool if the Commission has explicitly indicated that it would consider such ratemakmg (or the legislature has required such 
consideration), jf the Comm ission has granted such ratemaking to another uti I ity Within the state, of if other sim ilar circumstances are present. 

Sources 
[I J VJ'~V~rticalJy Integrated; Del=Delivel"} See HndawQy Exhibit ILL Source' Company I O-K's; select information for AEP, Black Hills. and Hawaiian Electric provided by Regulatory Research 

Associates lRRA); SNL; EIA-861· Database 
[2] Data compiled from Hadaway Exhibit 11, I and SNL Financial 
[3J Data compiled from Hadaway Exhibit 11,1 and SNL Financial. 
[4] Exhibit 13.4. Tierney Direct Testimony. 
[:5] AGA. Map of Decollpling. January 2010', Exhibt! 13.4. Tierney Direct Testimony. Reflects all utilities currently operating under decouplmg or required to submit decoupling proposals to state 

ComlTIlSSIOns 
[61 Data compiled from Exhihit 13.4, Ticrney direct testimony and the ACEEE, State Energy Profiles, accessed on November 18,2010, available at http.ll"vww.aceee.org/sector/state-poiicy 
[71 Data compiled from Exhibit 13.4, Tierney direct testimony, the AGA, "Regulatory Approaches to Promoting Energy Efficiency," accessed on November 18,20 i 0, available at 

http'i\\'ww aga, org/olir-isslicsienergyefficiency/Pages/Reglilatoryapproachestoproillotingenergyefficiency ,aspx, and the ACEEE (20 1 0) 
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ComEd Ex. 39.2 

CornEd Ex. 39.2 (Doci<ct lO-O~67): Seligson Group - Encr!,.,), Efficiency Targets lind RatcnHlking Issues - 2-Page Exhibit 

[IJ [21 [3J 14J [5J [6J [7] 
Stute F.ner","' Eflicientv 

~ J ar", ... t Shareholder Incentive 
___ r-.iU. __ Comparable Comn:m\' Oncnlting C'ompHnv Jurisdiction IY.l.!.£ Elec Gas I~~ 0[1009/ ~OIO) l?ccoII[)lin'" LRAM Mechanism 

E'\\:'lon _____ _ ComEd_ IL Del X 1,2%(<lvg,) No No No 

,.\11e:::il~I1Y Eller!;;.' 
Allegheny Energy (Monongahela, 
POlomac, West Penn)'" 

Pc\ VI x I 00"10 No '0 No 

AJ!~<~~~~ ___ .!nlerstare ~9~~~:_~~I~ ___________ ..lA _____ ~'l ~_ :< 1.50% No (but eligible) No No (bu! eligbile) 

. __ Wisconsin pl,)_w~r~_!::~hT WJ VJ ~ X 0.00% No (but digiblel No Yes (gas) 

Am~r~n Amcrell Missouri MO VI A X 0.00% No No No (but eligible) 

AI1l~r~1I Illinois Co.· IL Dei X X 1.2% (av£_1 No No No 

4 .Am~1 i~all Elec_ PlY! Columbus Southern, Ohio Powel OH D,d X 1.3% (avS_) No Yes Yes 

Public Svc. Co_ of Oklahoma OK VT X 0,00% No Yes Yes 

.. _____ .. _._____ AEP Texas C~ntral, ;-.Jorth TX Del X 0,:;0% No No Yes 

C~llterPoint Energy 

SWEPCO TX VI X 0,:;0% No No Yes 

Indiana Michigan PwrCo fN VI X 0,90% No 

-\ppalachian Pwr Co VA VI X 0,00% No 

No (pending) No (pending) 

No 

No 
No 

Yo. ... --~------- CenterPoint Energy TX D~I X. X OJO% No 

CenterPoint E"Jlerg8 MN MN Del X 1.50% Yes 

CenterPoint Ener!'\;t, AR AR Del X 0_00% Yes 

CenterPoint Encr!;)' LA LA Del X 0_00% No 

No 
No 

No (but eligible) 

Yo. 
No (pending) 

No 
_ .. _________ .. -._ Cent~rPoi.~,t£:l~~~~ ______ ~ __ ~_ X 0,00% No No No 

___ . ____ ._Sent<:rPoin! Energy OK OK Dd X 0,00% No No No 

___ ~_ .. C~S Ener~t. _______ CMS Elle'!]t Ml VI X X 0,3%-1% Yes (gas) No No (bllt elil\iblej 

_.2 __ .. S":,:~.£dlSon C(2... __ ~ __ ..c921. Ed .. O,!,:"1!;.f-=_~ Rock~,. NY Del X X 1,90% Yes (both) No Yes (electric) 

S S:!:)~l~tellation Enel'f!.2:'. ____ .s~ltil1,o~Qas & EI.~~ __ .. _ MD Del X X 1,5-I,S% Yes (both) No No 

<) C?~:H"llillioll Reso,I;!'m. ___ \!_~,~~~I~ ~_~~:~~ ~~~d £,~,,_:I ___ ~ __ ._~ __ ._. ____ 0,00% No No No 

_________ ".,.__ _ Eas.tOllioGasCon~~ OH Del X 1,3%(a\'g,) No Yes No 

~ccc _______ --c>~IO"pe'cGe'"",''--- WV Del X 0,00% No No No 
10 DPLllw D.1yton ['ower & Ligh! OH Del X J.3%(avg,) No Yes No 

II _ PT.f_~I.l,crgy ('0 ____ . ______ 12~!,:~_g.~~_,, ____ .. MJ VI X X 0.3%·1% Yes (electric) No Yes 

12 _ Dll~e ?~_~~~y _____ ._. __________ Q,tlke ~1~~'_~~.!l!!~S NC VI X 0,75·5.0% No Yes Yes 
Duke Energy Carolinas SC VI X 0,00% No No (but eligible) No 

_ .. _._I?uke Ener.~hio OH Del X X 1.3% (avg.) Yes (gas) Yes Yes (electl'ic) 

Duke Enerb'Y Indiana IN VI X X 0,90% No No (pending) No (pending) 

13 Ed'(son Internat Sou~lern Cal'lfornia Edison CA VI X 0,90% Yes (,both) No Yes 

14 Entergv Corp Entergy Arkansas AR VI X 000% No No No (pending) 

Entergy Gulf$tatcS LOllisiana LA VI X X 0,00% No Yes No 

Entergv Texas 

Enterg,v Louisiana 
Entergy Missi~ 

TX 
LA 
MS 

VI 
VI 
VI 

x 
X 

X 
x 

0.30% 

0.00% 
0,00% 

No No Yes 
No Yes No 
No No No 

No Yes No 

~--Ei.:.s~ 

,Entergv New Orkans 

9hio Edison 

LA 
OH 

VI 

D,I " X 

0,00% 
J.3%(avg,) No Yes Yes 

Cleveland Electric OH Del X 1.3%(avg,) No Yes Yes 
Pennsylvania Electric OH Del X 1.3% (avg.)_ No Yes Yes 

l~rsey Centrnlfower & LI)!;l~_t OH Del X 1.3% (avg) No Yes Yes 

16 FPL Group. Inc_ Florida Power & Light FL VI X 0.00% No No No (but eligible) 
17 -Nis·~;;-;·~-------C~~~~-·· IN Del X 0,90% Yes No No 

_ ColLl1nb~1 Gns of Kentllcky KY Del X 0,00% No No No 

__ ~_~ __ . _______ Col~!!!.~,a Gas ofP~lva!lia PA _Del X 0,00% Nt) No No 

ColumbIa Gas of ~illia VA Del X 0,00% No No No 

"---~:_==-_~l~I:2.1!i~o;~·'~.!.~1l _OH Del X U%(av~ Yes Yes No 

N~T\hCfnllldinlin Publke Scr:.~~:_ Co IN VI X _ :-: _____ . ____ ~!~_ Yes (gas) No (pending) No (pending) 

~-llllllllbiH Gas_~!Mllssachllsd!S MA Del X 240% Yes No Yes 
18 Nonile"s! Utilities COlillecticut Llgilt & Powel CT D~I X 1,00"'0 No (but eligible) No Yes 

Western Mass, Electric C(I IdA Del X 2.40% Yes No Yes 
--.------- ~----p~c-~-Co. ofNH NH-- VI X 0,00% No No Yes 

- ... _._--,-'-
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CornEd Ex. 39.2 

COOlEd Ex. 39.2 (Docket 10-0467): Seligson Group - Energy Efficiency Tllrgets and Raternaking Issues - 2-Page Exhibit 

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 
State Enerl!I Efficiencv 

.llti.!in:.. Target Shareholder Tnc:entive 
_~ ___ ~:o!".p.arablc Comn:my Openlting Companv Jurisdiction D..t!.£ Elec C" las of 20091 2010) Decoupiinl!: LEAM Mechsl)ism 

Yankee 0(\5'" CT Dol X 1.00% No (but elig.ible) No No (but cljgibh~) 
19 NSTAR NSTAR MA 0,1 X X 240% Yes (QQ~h) t:l'~ y~s (both) 

\J~"lhoma Cias & Electric '-,--" .. __ .-- •... ----- •. ___ OK ___ ~~ ____ ~ ____ . __ " ____ ~~ .. 1() qC:~E __ En_~:}~ __ No Yo< No (b\l! eligible) 

___ ~_.,~~,,--~~MIll¥..S_____ __ Po!omllc El~ctric p~_ DC Del X 0,00% Yo. No Yo. 
___ . __________ . ____ A..!.!antic c;l~t.0_'______ DE Del X 2.50% '., No 

250%(DE). 
Dellllarv~ Powel' & li~ht DE, MD Del X X 1.5-1,8"10 (MOl Yes (MDI No No 

_-IC:.~~~~~C~i===~~-_~~.~J>acl~Gi1s&EI~'ic ~~==--==~ C~__ \"r ___ ~'(- _ X ~_~ii%----v .. "iI.~.'" •• 0 Yes (both) 
2'< l'illll;;tck_\\~·c_·;_' __ APS AZ 2,00% 1 <;:;~ 

----~,C.:OO% 
No Yo. Yo. 

--24--PPr~C~rp 

.. 25 __ P~.!f!:.~~~~_._ 

,0 TEeO Energy, Tilc 
·--31 W;st.;";· Energy 

PPL Electric Utilities'" 
Louisville Gas & Ekctric 

Pro~rcss El)er~y Florida 
Progress EllerJ;:Y Carolina 
Pr0!!iress Elleql~ Carolina 
PSEG 
South Carolina E&G 
San Di~go Gas & Eleclri 

Tampa Electric Co 
Westar Energy 

PA 

~ 
NC 
SC 
NJ 

S 

.. }l._.~~~£llsin Ener.!£L ___ .,!-'isCtllls.i:: Ele~ _______ ~",;-_ 
__ .~_ XC::!.E.I~~_ NSP-Minnesol~ 

NSP-Wisco~n 

PSC Colorado 

0,00% 

X 0,00% 

X X 0,00% 

X 0.00% 
X X 0.00% 
X X J.SO"A> 

X X 0,00% 
X X 1,00% 

No No No 
ycqg.asj Yes No (but eligible) 

No No No (but eli~jble) 
Yo. Yo; No (pending) 

Yo. Yo. No 
No No Yes (I;:as) 
No No (but eli;;ibJe) No 

Yes (Both) No Yes (both) 

No No No 
"-s Yo; 

No No No (bnt eligible) 

No No No 
No No No (but eligible) 

No No No 
No (but elj~jble) No No (but eli~ibJe) 

Yes (electlie) No Yes (both) 
No (but eligible) No No (but eliSibleJ 

Yes (!!as) No Yes (elec!lic) 

No No Yo. X 030% ______ . _____ ~9_11thlVeslen:. Pllblic Service '''''' U .".1"10 I'IU '''U 1 es 

Note, 
r I I Juri~dlctlOn identifies the .ill)"lsdictioll(S) for Ivhich ratemaJ...ing I1lformatiotl is prol'ided. blll does not necessarily rdlect all JurtSdictions in which the uti I ity operates 

[2J A Ulility is considered '\:llgible" for ~ specific ratetllaJ...ing 1001 it" the COlllmission has explicitly indicated Ihal it would consider such mtemaking (or the legislature has required such 
cOIl$ideratioll). if the Commi~sion has granted such ratemaking to another uttlity wlthlll the state, of if other similar circumstances are presellt 

131 Delmarva has a modiJled fixed variable rate design that pat·tially decollples revenlleS fmm sak:s 

SOllrc .... s 

[1] Vr~'Vnlically 1111egrated: Del=Dellvery. See H.adaway Exhibit 11 I. Source: Company 10-K's: select information for AEP. Black Hills, and Hawaiian Electric provided by RegulatolY Research 
ASSOCiates (RRA): SNL: E1A-861 Database 

[2] Data compiled from Hadaway Exhibit 11 1 and SNL Financial. 
[3] Data compiled from Hadaway Exhibit 11 1 and SNL FinanCial 
[4] hhiblt 13.4, Tiemey Direct Testimony 
[5J AGA, Map of Decoupl ing, )anuar~ 20 I 0: Exhibit 1J.4, Tierney Direct Testimony Reflects all utilities curn::ntly operating under decoupl ing or required to submit decotlpling proposals to state 

commissions 
f 6 J Data cOl11pikd from Exhibit 13.4. Tierney direct testimony and the ACEEE, State Energy Profiles, accessed on November 18. 2010, available at htlp:llwww.aceee.orgisectoristate-policy. 
[7J Dat~ cl.llllpikd frol11 E:-.hiblt 13.4, Tierney dir;:cl It:slil11ony. Ih;: AGA. ·'Regulatory Appronch;:s to Promoting Energy Efficiency," accessed on November 18,2010, available at 

http .I !www.aga.org!oUl"-issucs/energyeffJciency /PageslRegul atolyapproachesto pro motingene rgyeffic iency. as px. and the A CEEE (2010) 
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CornEd Ex. 39.3 

CornEd Ex. 39.3 (Docket 10-0467): McNally Group - Energy Efficiency Targets and Ratemaking Issues 

[ 1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 
State Energv Efficiency 

!!!!!!.!l... !al'get Shareholder Incentive 

~~~_ Comp-arable Compan\' 
Exelon 

OJlenlting Com nan.. Jurisdiction :!i:.u! Elec Gas (as of 2009/2010) Oecoupling LRAM Mechanism 
CornEd IL Del X 1.2% (avg.) No No No 

AGL R,,:sollr(;es Atlanta Gas Light Co. GA Del X 0.00% Yes No No 

Chattanooga Gas Company TN Del X 0.00% No No No 
_____ ,__ Virginia Natural Gas VA Del X 0,00% Yes No No 

2 Cen~trPojnt Eller.,') CenterPoint Energy TX Del X X 0.30% No No Yes 

Cl!l1terPoint Energy MN MN Del X 1.50% Yes No Yes 
Centl!rPoint Energy AR AR Del X 0,00% Yes No No 
CellterPoin!EnerBY~ LA Del X 0.00% No No (but eligibk) No 
CenterPoint Energy MS MS Del X 0.00% No No No 

CenterPoint Energy OK OK Del X 0.00% No No No 

S-'on, Edison Co COil, Ed., Orange & Rockland NY Del X X 1,90% Both No Yes (electric) 
4 DTE En<!rgy Co Detroit Edison MI VI X X 0.3%,-1% YI;.':S (electric) No Yes 

Edison Internal Southern California Edison CA VI X 0,90% Yes (both) No Yes 

(, Enter;;)' Corp Enterg)' Ark<lnsas AR VI. X 0,00% No No No (pending) 
Elltergy Gulf Stales Louisiana l.A VI X X 000% No Yes No 
Entergy Texas IX VI X 030% No No YeS 

____ , .. _____ ~::!.l.!!~L~~.2.~~ __ . LA VI X 000% No Yes No 
Enterg), Mississippi MS VI X 0.00% No No No 

Enterb'Y New Orleans LA VI X X 0.00% No Yes No 
7_ New Jersey Resources New J~rse) Natural Gas NJ Del X 0,00% Yes No No 

8 _~~xtEra Eneq..,'Y Flonda Power & light FL VI X 000% No No No (but eligible) 
q PG&E COl"]) Pacific Gas & Electric CA VI X X 0,90% Yes (both) No Yes (both) 

-to-.~ South. J~rsey~;tries South Jersey Gas NJ Del X 0.00% Yes No No 
I I Sou!l~ern Union Nl;.':w England Gas Company MA Del X 2.40% Yes No Yes 

Missouri Gas Energ:l MO Del X 0.00% Yes No No 

12 TEeO Energy .. Inc Tampn Ekctric Co FL VI X X 0.00% No No No (but eligibk) 

Notes 

[I J Jurisdiction identifies the jurisdiction(s) for which ratemaking information is provided. but does not necessarily reflect all j\.lrisdictions in which the utility operates, 

[21 A util it)' is conSidered "diglbk" for a specific raternaking tool iftht: Commission has explicitly indicated that 11 would considt:r such ratemaking (or the legislature has required such 

consideration). if the Commission has granted such ratemaking to another utility within the state, of if other similar circumstances are present 

Sources 

[11 YI",Yertically Integra!ed~ Del=Delivcry, See Hadaway Exhibit 11 J. Source' Company 1 O-K's: select information for AEP, Black Hills, and Hawaiian Electric provided by Regulatory Research 

Associates CRRA)~ SNl.: EIA-861 Database 

[2] Data com riled from Hadmvay Exhibit II 1 and SNL Fin:mcial 

[3] Dnta compiled from Hada\vay Exhibit 11. 1 and SNL FinanCial 

[4] Exhibit 13 4, Tierney Direct Testimony. 
[5J AGA. Map or Decollpling. Janll'-ll)' 2010; ExhibIt 13.4, Tierney Direct Testimony Reflects (111 utilities cLirrently operating under decollpling or reqUired to submit decoLlpling proposals to stat, 

commissions 

[6] D(1li:l complied from Exhibit 13 4, Tierney direct testimony and the ACEEE, State Eliergy Profiles. accessed on November 18,20 I 0, available at http://www,aceee.org!sectorJstate-policy. 
[71 DOlta compiled frOIll Exhibit 13,4. Tierne;.; direct testimony, the AGA, " Regulatory Approaches to Promoting Energy Efficiency," accessed on November 18, 2010, <wadable a 

http,//ww\v aga,org/our-lssties/energyefficiency/Pages/Regulatoryapproachestopromotingenergyefficiency aspx, and the ACEEE (2010) 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

Proposed general increase in electric rates 
No. 10-0467 

VERIFICATION OF SUSAN F. TIERNEY, PH.D. 

I, Susan F. Tierney, Ph.D., being first duly sworn, declare under oath as follows: 

I. I am Managing Principal of Analysis Group, Inc. . 

2. I submitted Rebuttal Testimony, identified as CornEd Exs. 39.0, 39.1, 39.2 and 
39.3, on behalf of Commonwealth Edison Company ("CornEd") in this proceeding. This 
testimony was filed on e-Docket on November 22, 2010. Those pieces of testimony were 
prepared by me or under my direction and control. I have personal knowledge of the facts 
contained therein or the facts therein are based on business records of CornEd. 

Under penalties as provided by law pursuant to Section 1-109 of the Code of Civil 
Procedure, the undersigned certifies that the statements set forth in this instrument are true and 
correct, except as to matters therein stated to be on information and belief and as to such matters 
the undersigned certifies as aforesaid that she verily believes the same to be true. 


